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This redcedar on Talcott Mountain has lived for more than 500 years
because it grows very, very slowly.
JACK RUDDAT
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set off for Talcott Mountain State Park
last July in search of ancient eastern redcedars (Juniperus virginiana). The sun was
still high, being only just past midday, and
I was hoping to find the grandparents of the
225-year-old redcedar I had found earlier
that year. As I carefully scaled the slope that
led to the bonsai-like trees known as krummholz, the German word for crooked wood,
I realized that some of them may approach
300 years in age. Not that they are all that
impressive in height or girth; rather, they
grow extremely slowly because of the harsh
environments of the traprock ridges.
The exaggerated dry, hot, and stormy
summers on top of these mountains and the
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This redcedar sprouted
before the Incan Empire

lack of nutrient-rich soil, or much of any soil
at all on the basalt, prevents the trees from
growing more than a tenth of an inch in diameter on average every year, and in some cases,
less than 1/37 of an inch. Instead of dying
sooner, these trees survive by growing much
more slowly than other trees. They employ
an adaptation known as strip bark growth.
When they become too large to be sustained
by the nutrients available to them, part of the
root system dies while the rest continues living. When part of the root system dies, the
bark and foliage above it subsequently die.
As I explored the ridge using technical
climbing gear, I saw many stunted, gnarled
trees. I noticed a particularly large individual leaning up against the mountain, settled
on a narrow ridge, whose diameter was near
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14.5 inches and whose mostly dead, desiccated root system was largely exposed. On
the side of the tree facing the Farmington
Valley, an 8- to 10-inch-wide strip of bark
was the only living part of the tree, sustaining
only one or two of its main branches. From
what I had observed and read about characteristics of old trees, I originally thought
this one to be anywhere between 300 and
500 years old. After taking a few photos of
the tree and choosing the best place to bore
it, I took out my increment tree borer and
extruded a small, pencil-sized core sample from which I could count the annual
tree rings. These annual rings are created
by the contrast between the lighter colored,
larger wood cells created during the spring
and summer and the darker colored, smaller
wood cells created at the end of the summer and early fall. The result is a thin, dark,
annual ring that almost always encircles the
entire circumference of the tree except during extremely harsh growing seasons whenthere may be gaps along certain radii.
The age of the tree is most accurately
determined by counting these annual rings.
This method of dating trees, based on a
small, axial, wood core sample, is the least
invasive way to accurately age a tree. Since
the only living part of the tree is the inner
layer beneath the bark, known as the cambium layer, most of the wood removed from
boring is not harmful to the tree. The greatest risk to trees after increment boring is the
slightly increased chance of heart rot or the
decaying of wood from the middle of the
tree, as there is now an entry hole for moisture, fungus, and bacteria. The tree works
around this by growing wood around the
hole and sealing it up within one or two
growing seasons, depending on the growth
rate of the tree. These eastern redcedars live
in very dry, harsh environments, so the risk
of heart rot and insect attacks is very low.
Also, coniferous trees tend to heal wounds
much faster than hardwoods by exuding sap,
filling up the hole within a week or even couple of days or hours.
Now that I had the sample sealed in a Ziploc bag, the time came to take it back home
where I could sand the surface with successively finer grits of sandpaper until it was
possible to see individual wood cells under
a microscope. Before I started counting, it
was clear to me that the tree was more than
300 years old because each ring was very
closely spaced to the next. After counting to
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323 and 348 rings, it was evident that two
fires had taken place on this tree around the
years 1668 and 1693. I knew this by what
dendrochronologists (those who study tree
rings) call fire scars or tree rings that have a
dark band of charcoal where the fire burnt
the tree. After being scarred by a fire, the
tree will grow around the scar and leave a
cavity where the wood burned away, in this
case two small cavities. Furthermore, some
of the tree rings were locally absent, meaning that the tree did not grow wood all the
way to the base of the trunk during those
years. Trees start growing wood from the
buds down, so a very harsh growing season
may prevent the tree from adding wood cells
all the way to the base of the trunk. Each
place where growth stopped is where two
or more rings become locally “wedged” into
one ring. In these cases, two or more rings
must be counted to most accurately reflect
the true age of the tree.
A third anomaly I came across when
counting were false rings or rings that are
the result of “false” late wood growth, either
before or after a true annual ring is made at
the end or beginning of the growing season. This can happen from either a cold spell
in early spring or from a sudden increase in
warmth during the fall, in which case the
ring should not be counted. Because of the
question of whether some of the rings may
be false rings, the actual currently visible ring
count of this sample is likely to be 533 but
could be anywhere between 520 and 539.
After approaching the pith (middle) of the
tree, wood appeared to be missing, probably from a long ago or perhaps recent fire
that carved out a cavity from the side of
the tree facing the mountain to the pith. I
counted an approximate total of 533 rings in
the 7.3125-inch-long sample, meaning that
the tree core sample contains approximately
73 rings per inch. Perhaps as many as 60 to
more than 80 rings are missing because of
the wood missing from the two fire scars, the
missing pith and surrounding wood, and any
unseen locally absent rings.
Knowing all this, I estimate this tree to
be certainly at least 550 years old but more
likely around 600. That puts its germination date to around 1416, 35 years before
the birth of Christopher Columbus and
22 years before the founding of the Incan
Empire. To confirm my findings, I brought
the sample to Associate Extension Professor
Thomas Worthley, a professor of dendrology

(the study of wood) at the University of
Connecticut. He counted the rings under
a stereo microscope and arrived within single digits of the number claimed. The only
other dated trees in Connecticut that come
even remotely close to that age are the few
400-year-old eastern hemlocks in Sages
Ravine, Mount Riga State Park, and Great
Mountain Forest. There are probably other,
even older eastern redcedar trees scattered
among the traprock ridges of the Connecticut River Valley. Trap refers to steps and
rock refers to the igneous basalt that commonly breaks off in sharp angles, forming
the giant step-like formations of the mountainside. Dr. David W. Stahle, the director
of the Tree-Ring Laboratory of the University of Arkansas, has found eastern redcedars close to 800 years old. He associates
very old redcedars primarily with dolomite
formations and secondarily with limestone.
The fact that this particular eastern redcedar was found growing on basalt is unusual,
according to Robert T. Leverett, the executive director and a cofounder of the Native
Tree Society. This may be a very rare occurrence found only in the traprock ridges of
Connecticut’s River Valley. If other living
or dead trees of this age are found, then
the ability to cross-date or match the patterns of varying ring widths between trees
of the same species to account for tree ring
anomalies could allow a reconstruction of
past weather conditions in the state of Connecticut such as fires, droughts, and floods.
The larger the ring, the wetter the season,
and the thinner the ring, the dryer the season. Extreme caution should be taken when
searching for trees of this age because many
of them live in very dangerous areas, most of
which require specialty climbing gear. The
tree I found should never be approached
without professional climbing gear because
there is a significant chance of falling over
100 feet down the sheer, jagged cliff below.
Furthermore, many of these trees live in delicate ecosystems where extensive rock climbing could easily loosen their fragile hold on
the earth or remove rocks and soil needed
for the establishment of new trees. Therefore, much care should be taken in protecting these rare and ancient trees from harm
caused by human traffic.
Jack Ruddat is a freshman at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and a 2017 graduate of
Northwest Catholic High School.
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